Measurements of the differential cross sections for the He(y, n) He and He(y, p)3H reactions have been performed for photon energies in the 100 -360 MeU region. Results were obtained for nucleon center-of-mass angles close to 60', 90', and 120' by detecting the recoiling nuclei with a magnetic spectrometer. Both (y,p) and (y,n) cross sections are forward peaked and fall rapidly as a function of photon energy. The (y,p) to (y,n) cross section ratio is in the range 0.7 -1.3 at each angle and tends to increase with photon energy. The data are compared with a calculation by Gari and Hebach which includes meson exchange contributions. The magnitude and energy dependence of the cross sections are approximately reproduced, but the theory fails to describe the angular dependence and the cross section ratios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Photonuclear reactions in the Ez & 100 MeV region are of interest because these processes, induced by a wellunderstood probe, are sensitive to meson exchange and isobar effects in nuclear dynamics. The large mismatch between the momentum of the photon and the ejected nucleon implies that the probability of a direct, singleparticle knockout process is small. For example, a 300 MeV/c hoton ejects a 640 MeV/c proton at 90' in the He(y, p) H reaction. In the photodisintegration of the deuteron, the importance of meson exchange currents (MEC} and isobar degrees of freedom is well established at energies below the pion production threshold. ' At higher energies and in more complex nuclei, where MEC and isobar configurations are likely to make significant contributions to photoreactions, no generally accepted framework for treating these effects exists. Part of the difficulty in understanding photonuclear reactions in this energy region stems from a lack of data, in particular (y, n} data to complement the more easily obtained (y,p) data. Since the direct, one-body amplitudes are very different for the two reactions, the prediction of both cross sections provides a detailed test of any theory.
Very few data have been published which permit a comparison between the exclusive (y,p) and (y, n) reactions at energies above the pion production threshold. There are several measurements of the He(y, p) H cross section, ' ' as well as one very limited measurement of that for 4He(y, n)sHe. Some measurements of the energy and angular dependence of the ' O(y, p) ' N cross section in the 100 to 400 MeV region have also been reported. * At energies below the pion threshold, (y,p) data are available for various nuclei. The ' C(y,n) "C and ' O(y, n)' 0 cross sections between 60 and 160 MeV have been measured and compared with the corresponding (y,p} results. ' Comparison has also been made' between the reactions Li(y, no+ n2) and Li(y,po) for 60 MeV & E"& 120 MeV. It is clear from these investigations that the (y,p) and (y, n) exclusive cross sections are of comparable magnitude, and both reactions have forward-peaked angular distributions.
These results have been interpreted in terms of phenomenological models for exclusive {y, N) reactions in which the photon is absorbed by a neutron-proton pair (the so-called quasi-deuteron mechanism) and one of the outgoing nucleons is then rescattered or reabsorbed by the recoiling nucleus.
Noguchi and Prats" consider the He(y, N) reactions for Ez & 170 MeV in such a model. Schoch' uses a similar model to describe the ' O(y, p)' N process for 60 MeV & Ez &400 MeV, as well as the ratio of the (y,p} to (y, n} cross sections in '60 and '2C at 60 MeV. Sene et al. ' 
II. EXPERIMBNTAI. PROCEDURE
The data reported here were obtained at the MIT-Bates Linear Accelerator Laboratory. Differential cross sections for the two-body He photodisintegration reactions, He(y, p) H and He(y, n)sHe, were measured by detecting the recoiling A =3 nuclei. Thus, in both cases charged particles were observed, allowing the same apparatus to be used for both measurements with only minor changes in the electronics. The detected particles were momentum analyzed with the 900 MeV/c spectrometer, z which was instrumented with a drift chamber to measure particle position in the dispersion direction and a set of detectors that provided an event trigger and particle identification information. Recoil nuclei were detected at the laboratory angles 46.5, 72', and 101', which 
C. Spectrometer and detection system
The spectrometer solid angle and the effective target volume were defined by the spectrometer entrance collimator located 194 cm from the target and an additional 5.1 cm thick tungsten slit centered at 17.8 cm from the target center (see Fig. 1 photon spectrum in the effective total photon spectrum for the radiator-in measurements and analyzing these data using this composite spectrum. This procedure is described in detail in Sec. III C.
The background contribution from an empty target cell was measured at several spectrometer field settings with the radiator both in and out of the beam.
A. Event selection and photon energy calculation
In the analysis procedure, A =3 particles mere selected by examination of the correlated pulse height spectra from the appropriate combinations of at least two trigger detectors. The position of each particle in the focal plane was then converted to a momentum using the spectrometer calibration discussed below. The particle energy was corrected for the average energy losses in the target gas and the target cell wall. In the worst case, 40 MeV He particles suffered an average total energy loss of approximately 7 MeV. This corrected particle energy was used to calculate the photon energy for each event. Variation in the energy loss due to straggling and differing path lengths through the target gas produced a corresponding uncertainty in the calculated photon energies. The typical photon energy resolution due to these effects was + 3 MeV for the (y, n) results and always better than +1.8 MeV for the (y,p} results.
The momentum calibration and dispersion of the spectrometer were determined from electron scattering data. At momenta higher than those available in electron scattering, the calibration was extended as described in Ref. 5 B. Corrections to the data The measured particle yields were corrected for events lost due to the rate limitation of the data acquisition system and for the drift chamber inefficiency. Complete information on the first event occurring in each beam burst was stored in the coinputer, and only the total number of additional events in the burst was recorded. The correction made for this loss was typically 5% and never larger than 14%. The drift chamber had an effective dead time of 300 ns, and if an additional event trigger occurred within this time, both events were rejected. Also, the drift chamber readout was affected by background particles which did not themselves produce a trigger. This resulted in ambiguous position information for some events which were therefore discarded. The correction made for these losses was typically 3% and never larger than 16%. Background contributions to the particle spectra, determined from target-empty measurements using the same particle identification criteria as in the corresponding target-full measurements, were typically near 5% and never exceeded 15%. The uncertainty in the background contributed only + 1% to the overall systematic uncertainty in the results. The measured particle momentuln spectra were converted to photodisintegration cross sections as a function of real or virtual photon energy by dividing by the appropriate Jacobians and the corresponding calculated photon spectrum W. ith the radiator in, the primary contribution to the photon spectrum was bremsstrahlung from the radiator, which was calculated taking into account the energy spread of the incident electrons and energy losses due to radiative and collisional processes. Bremsstrahlung contributions from the target wall (5% of the total) and the target gas (less than 1%) were also included, but without considering further electron straggling. The calculations of the photon spectrum (believed to be accurate to +3%}and straggling effects followed Refs. 33 and 34.
This formulation of the bremsstrahlung spectrum has been found to be in good agreement with other calculations for photon energies more than 10 MeV below the endpoint.
The electrodisintegration contribution to the yield was treated by including a calculated virtual photon spectrum in the total effectivephoton spectrum. The formalism of Tiator and Wright was adopted for the virtual photon spectrum using the "exact" integral according to the algorithm of Tiator To check the validity of the virtual photon calculation, data were taken with the radiator out at about half of the spectrometer field settings. In these data the virtual photon contribution to the spectrum is dominant, with only a small contribution from bremsstrahlung in the target. In almost all cases the cross sections deduced from the radiator-in and radiator-out measurements agreed, within the statistical accuracy of the data, for photon energies as much m 120 Mev b low the endpoints. 0 The only significant discrepancy was observed in one series of (y,p) 60', 90', and 60', 90', and 120'. The errors given are purely statistical. The uncertainties discussed previously, together with estimated uncertainties in the radiator thickness and integrated bema current, yield a total systematic uncertainty of +9%.
The cross sections for the (y,p) and {y, n) reactions are seen to be very similar. The trend of the data is to fall smoothly with increasing photon energy, and both cross sections are forward peaked. In both the (y,p) and (y, n) results at 60', there is a suggestion of a bump near 300
MeV. Figs. 4 and 5. The present data generally agree well in shape and magnitude with both the (y,p) and (y,n) results from Saclay.
3 At 120' in the (y,n) case the latter are '60(y, p}'sN reactions suggests that d (1232) excitation produces a major contribution to the cross section in the energy region between 100 and 400 MeV. However, their approach has been criticized by GH, '9 who found that the cross section is dominated by nonresonant MEC and that the 6(1232) contribution is generally small. C. Ratio of (y,p} and (y,n) 
